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Increasing experimental and theoretical evidence points towards a dual nature of the 5f electrons in actinide-
based strongly correlated metallic compounds, with some 5f electrons being localized and others delocalized.
In a recent paper@Phys. Rev. B69, 115114~2004!#, we suggested the interplay of intra-atomic correlations as
described by Hund’s rules and a weakly anisotropic hopping~hybridization! as a possible mechanism. The
purpose of the present work is to provide a step towards a microscopic description of partial localization in
solids by analyzing how well various approximation schemes perform when applied to small clusters. It is
found that many aspects of partial localization are described appropriately both by a variational wave function
of Gutzwiller type and by a treatment which keeps only those interactions which are present in so-called
LDA1U calculations. In contrast, the energies and phase diagram calculated within the Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation show little resemblance with the exact results. Enhancement of hopping anisotropy by Hund’s rule
correlations is found in all approximations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.155110 PACS number~s!: 71.27.1a, 71.18.1y, 71.10.Ay
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many fundamental phenomena in solid-states physics
be considered as resulting from the competition of the rep
sive Coulomb interaction trying to keep electrons as far fr
each other as possible and the kinetic-energy term tryin
delocalize electrons as much as possible. One of the m
prominent examples is the Mott-Hubbard transition from
narrow-band metal with delocalized electrons to an insula
with localized electrons. Another one is band magneti
where the occupation of majority and minority bands dif
dramatically. The resulting magnetic moment is typica
aligned along certain crystallographic axes by an anisotr
energy which is much weaker than typical electronic en
gies given by the bandwidths. The recently suggested
nario of a dual nature of the 5f electrons in some uranium
based heavy-fermion compounds combines features of
these examples: There is experimental1–7 and theoretical
evidence7–14 that in these materials some of the 5f electrons
with j 55/2 are localized and others are not. Which of thef
orbitals form local moments and which form bands will d
pend on the geometry of the crystallographic environmen
the particular actinide site, which leads to small differenc
of the hopping ~hybridization! matrix elements.15 Band-
structure calculations augmented by a mass renormaliza
of the ‘‘free’’ 5 f electrons by crystal-field excitations of th
‘‘localized’’ 5 f electrons lead to very good agreement
both areas and masses with de Haas–van Alphen da
UPt3 and UPd2Al3.8,11,12 In both cases, the best agreeme
was achieved treating thej z563/2 orbital as itinerant and
0163-1829/2004/69~15!/155110~8!/$22.50 69 1551
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including two f electrons in the ionic core. Calculation
within the so-called LDA1U ~LDA—local-density approxi-
mation,U-Hubbard parameter! scheme16 for UPd32xPtx also
suggest two fully occupiedf electrons per U atom, howeve
with j z515/2 andj z513/2 having occupations very clos
to unity.13 A treatment within the self-interaction corrected—
local-density approximation17 ~SIC-LDA! found for UPt3
that the configurations of lowest energies have a localf 1

moment.9 The same authors found for UPd2Al3 a ground
state characterized by the coexistence of localizedf 2 and
delocalized uraniumf electrons. Rare-earth metals and th
sulfides, i.e., 4f electron systems, were also studied with
the SIC-LDA and discussed in terms of localized and de
calized orbitals.18 However, the physical reasoning is qui
different from the present one.

In a recent paper,14 we suggested the interplay of th
intra-atomic correlations described by Hund’s rules and
weakly anisotropic hopping as a possible mechanism lead
to a separation of the 5f orbitals into band-forming and
local-moment-forming ones. The underlying idea can be
scribed as follows. According to Hund’s rules, atoms w
three or twof electrons have angular momenta ofJ59/2
with ten-fold degeneracy andJ54 with nine-fold degen-
eracy, respectively. Consider now transitionsM ( j z)

5^4Jz8ucj z
u 9

2 Jz& between any given pair of those degener

states due to an annihilation operatorcj z
stemming from the

kinetic-energy term of the Hamiltonian. Obviously, the
matrix elements depend strongly onj z , leading to much
larger transition amplitudes for somej z than for others. Turn-
©2004 The American Physical Society10-1
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RUNGE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 155110 ~2004!
ing this argument around, the following scenario evolv
The largest product of the matrix elementsM ( j z) multiplied
by the overlapt j z

between the corresponding atomic wa

functions of neighboring sites determine which pairs ofJ
59/2 andJ54 configurations are realized, thereby maxim
ing the corresponding energy gain. In most cases, the o
hopping processes are then suppressed. This scenario is
ported by exact diagonalizations of small clusters presen
in Refs. 14 and 19.

This mechanism differs from other routes to partial loc
ization and a dual nature in strongly correlated systems w
degenerated or f orbitals which were suggested, e.g., f
manganites. For the latter, the physics is different: The
generacy is split by a strong crystal field with the lowert2g
orbitals forming a localized high-spin state while theeg elec-
trons are delocalized.

The numerical effort of exact cluster diagonalizatio
grows rapidly with system size. Any quantitative descripti
of bulk material will necessarily involve some approxim
tions. Over the last decades, considerable experience
been accumulated about the capability of various approxi
tion schemes to describe many-body phenomena such a
above mentioned Mott-Hubbard transition and ba
magnetism.20 The purpose of the present paper is to prov
a step towards a microscopic description of partial locali
tion in solids by analyzing how various approximatio
schemes perform when applied to the cluster model of R
14. The latter is briefly summarized in Sec. II. In Secs.
and IV, two widely used approximation schemes are appl
In the first, the Coulomb interaction is approximated by
diagonal part~direct term plus exchange term! in analogy
with a modified local-density approximation to densit
functional theory~LDA1U). The second scheme is mea
field theory, also known as the Hartree-Fock~HF! approxi-
mation. In Sec. V, we study a variational wave functi
similar to that proposed by Gutzwiller in his famous pap
on the ferromagnetism of transition metals.21 We end in Sec.
VI with a comparison of the various approximative trea
ments and with some tentative conclusions and speculat
about the performance of these approximation scheme
bulk materials.

II. THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN

The simplest model describing the interplay betwe
intra-atomic correlations off electrons and weakly aniso
tropic hopping is considered in Ref. 14:

H5HCoul1Ht1Hh . ~1!

The Coulomb interaction is written in terms of the usu
fermionic operatorscj z

† (n) creating an electron on siten with

angular momentumj 55/2 andz componentj z as

HCoul5
1

2 (
n

(
j z1 , . . . ,j z4

U j z1
j z2

j z3
j z4

3cj z1

† ~n!cj z2

† ~n!cj z4
~n!cj z3

~n!, ~2!
15511
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with Clebsch-Gordon coefficientsC . . .
. . . and Coulomb param-

etersUJ ,

U j z1
j z2

j z3
j z4

5^ j z1
j z2

uÛu j z3
j z4

&

5(
J

UJ C5/2,j z1 ;5/2,j z2

JJz C5/2,j z3 ;5/2,j z4

JJz . ~3!

The kinetic-energy operator describes hopping~hybridiza-
tion! between all pairs of neighboring sites^nm&,

Ht52 (
^nm&, j z

t j z
@cj z

† ~n!cj z
~m!1H.c.#. ~4!

A ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic external or intern
field

Hh52(
n, j z

hn j z cj z

† ~n!cj z
~n! ~5!

is included as well.
For the cases of two sites occupied by five electrons

of three sites occupied by eight electrons, iterative spa
matrix diagonalization easily yields the respective grou
states and some low-lying eigenstates. The sizes of
Hamilton matrices are 6003600 and 18 000318 000, re-
spectively, provided that site configurations are limited tof 2

and f 3 states, and 7923792 and 61 758361 758 if this re-
striction is lifted.19 For the sake of a transparent presentati
we focus in the present paper on the two-site model and
in the 600-dimensionalf 2-f 3 subspace.

The UJ parameters are more robust to changes in
chemical composition or the application of pressure thant j z

.

Thus, we useUJ parameters appropriate for UPt3 , UJ54
517.21 eV,UJ52518.28 eV,UJ50521.00 eV,8 and study
the phase diagram in thet j z

space. As in Ref. 14, we choos

t1/25t5/2 in the figures. The phase diagrams of the mo
Hamiltonian ~1!–~4! obtained by exact numerical diagona
ization is reproduced in Fig. 1.

III. DIAGONAL INTERACTION MATRIX ELEMENTS

Almost all electronic structure calculations for extend
systems and large molecules are performed either in
framework of the LDA or using the Hartree-Fock approx
mation. The former accounts for correlations only in a rath
crude way, while the latter neglects them altogether. Vari
recent papers suggested the inclusion of strong local corr
tions via an on-site energy term of Hubbard type,;Un̂j n̂k ,
in LDA calculations within the LDA1U scheme16 or the
related SIC-LDA.9,10,18 This is a promising route for som
ground-state properties of highly correlated systems.

The key approximations of the LDA1U scheme are on
the one hand the LDA itself and on the other hand the inc
sion of only the diagonal interaction matrix elements~direct
and exchange!:

Ũ j z1
j z2

j z3
j z4

5~d j z1
j z3

d j z2
j z4

1d j z1
j z4

d j z2
j z3

!U j z1
j z2

, j z3
j z4

. ~6!
0-2
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APPROXIMATIVE TREATMENT OF 5f -SYSTEMS WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 155110 ~2004!
The fact that this approximation corresponds to the LDA1U
approach is best seen by inserting it into the Coulo
Hamiltonian ~2! and rewriting the latter in terms ofn̂a, j

5ca, j
† ca, j as

H̃Coul5 (
a51,2

(
j zj z8

^ j zj z8uÛu j zj z8&n̂a jz
n̂a j

z8
. ~7!

Henceforth, we will refer to Eq.~7! as ‘‘diagonal approxima-
tion.’’

Figure 2 presents the resulting phase diagrams in
plane of hopping parameterst1/25t5/2 and t3/2. A visually
striking difference to the result of the full calculation, Fig.
is the complete absence of the isotropic linet1/25t3/25t5/2 in
the phase diagram of the diagonal approximation to
Hamiltonian. This reflects the fact that the condition~6! of
diagonality ofŨ with respect toz-component indices break
rotational invariance. Thez-component of the total angula
momentum remains a good quantum number. We note
the diagonal approximation overemphasizes the param
space of phases with either strong ferromagnetic or str
antiferromagnetic alignment alongz, i.e., Jz515/2 andJz
51/2. The simplified treatment quite correctly predicts t

FIG. 1. Phase diagram for thef 2-f 3 model of Ref. 14 in the
t1/2-t3/2 plane (t5/25t1/2), derived from the total magnetizationJz (z
component of the total angular momentum! of the ground state for
infinitesimal fieldhn501. Numbers indicateJz , which is a good
quantum number.

FIG. 2. Phase diagram within the diagonal approximation~7! in
the t1/2-t3/2 plane (t1/25t5/2), derived from the total magnetizatio
Jz of the ground state for infinitesimal fieldhn501. In comparison
with Fig. 1, note the different plot ranges.
15511
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ferromagnetic ‘‘high-spin’’ stateJz511/2 for t3/2@t1/2
5t5/2. In general, the approximation fares worst in the ca
of small hopping anisotropy. TheJz55/2 phase is missing
while aJz53/2 state is predicted only for rather strong ho
ping.

IV. HARTREE-FOCK APPROXIMATION

The Hartree-Fock approximation is one of the mo
widely used calculational approaches for interacting syste
For its implementation, one uses the single-particle den
matrix

na jz ,a8 j
z8
5 (

n51

Ntot

wa jz
(n)* wa8 j

z8
(n)

, ~8!

written as sum ofNtot HF orbitals, which are superposition
of atomic orbitals described bycj z

† ,

uw (n)&5 (
a51,2

(
j z525/2

5/2

wa jz
(n)cj z

† ~a!u0&. ~9!

We impose no restrictions on the single-particle states, wh
are arbitrary combinations of angular momenta. The sys
of HF equations is22

En wa j
(n)5t j w ā j

(n)
12 (

j 8
va, j j 8

(HF)wa j8
(n) , ~10!

with

va, j j 8
(HF)

5(
kk8

nak,ak8^ jkuÛu j 8k8& ~11!

and a,ā denoting the two different sites. The two-partic
matrix element̂ jkuÛu j 8k8& comprises both the direct Har
tree and the Fock contributions. Note that it is not restric
to two pairwise equal indices in thej z basis. The total energy
is obtained from

Etotal5(
n

En2
1

2 (
n

(
j j 8

w j
(n)* va, j j 8

(HF)w j 8
(n) , ~12!

where double counting of the interaction energy is avoided
the usual way.22

In general, the HF solutions do not have the totalJz as a
good quantum number. Therefore we cannot always use
ferent Jz’s to classify different phases. However, one s
finds discontinuous jumps either of the expectation va
^Jz& or of its derivatives with respect tot j z

or h and we use
these to define phase boundaries. Moreover, for some ph
with small kinetic energy, self-consistent solutionsw (n) with
good quantum numbersj z are found and, thus,Jz is a good
quantum number in those cases. This applies to the ph
with Jz515/2 and 17/2. For larger hopping parameters, o
finds in general continuous variations of^Jz&. We denote
phases as ‘‘AM’’ or ‘‘FM’’ indicating antiferromagnetic or
ferromagnetic spin correlations, respectively. Half-integ
0-3
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RUNGE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 155110 ~2004!
valued subscripts give the approximate^Jz& expectation
value found fort j z

parameters not too close to the pha
boundaries.

Overall, the Hartree-Fockt1/22t3/2 phase diagram in Fig
3 shows only weak resemblance with the one from the ex
calculation. The isotropic line is a phase boundary at z
field.

Figure 4 illustrates the occupation pattern of four imp
tant phases occurring in the phase diagrams shown in F
1–3 and 7 of the present work as well as Fig. 5 of Ref. 14
large angular momentum as implied by Hund’s rules is

FIG. 3. Phase diagram in thet1/2-t3/2 plane~with t1/25t5/2) in the
Hartree-Fock approximation with ferromagnetic~right!, vanishing
~middle!, and antiferromagnetic~left! fields. The phases are chara
terized from thez components of the angular momentum and
state occupation and labeled according to the notation of Fig
and 5.

FIG. 4. Configurations relevant for weakly anisotropic hoppi
~hybridization! in the presence of ferromagnetic~FM, left column!
and antiferromagnetic~AM, right column! fields for t3/2!t1/25t5/2

~top row! and t1/25t5/2!t3/2 ~bottom row!. Rectangles symbolize
the j z orbitals on both sites, with black areas presenting their oc
pation. The thickness of horizontal arrows between orbitals sym
izes their contributions to the kinetic-energy gain. The arro
shaped background emphasizes the role of the fields. Note
charge disproportionation 0,Dnf,1 in the antiferromagnetically
aligned states.
15511
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tained if electrons occupy preferentially states with eith
large positive or large negative angular momentum proj
tions j z—of course subject to the Pauli principle. Occupati
of states with large positive or negative angular moment
projections is favored also by local~molecular! magnetic
fields. In particular, the antisymmetrized product sta
u6 5

2 ,6 3
2 ,6 1

2 &3u6 5
2 ,6 3

2 & minimize simultaneously the
Coulomb energy and the magnetic energy. For not too str
hopping, the two sites~anti-! align their angular momenta in
a ~anti-! ferromagnetic field configuration, see left~right!
column of Fig. 4.

Two crucial differences between FM and AM fields a
obvious:

~i! As drawn, in the FM case both sites have anf occupa-
tion nf52.5, whereas in the AM case a small charge disp
portionationDnf ,1 can be present. The AM configuration
of Fig. 4 are, of course, degenerate due to the symmetry w
respect to a simultaneous exchange of site index andj z
↔2 j z .

~ii ! The FM and AM cases differ with respect to a possib
quantum phase transition when going fromt3/2,t1/2 to t3/2
.t1/2 ~compare in Fig. 4 the upper row with the lower row!.
In the AF case, with increasingt1/2 the j z51/2 electron starts
to fluctuate more between the sites, whereas thej z53/2 elec-
tron fluctuates less. This is a continuous crossover, wh
however, takes place rather suddenly becausej z51/2 fluc-
tuations imply charge fluctuations which then suppressj z
53/2 fluctuations, and vice versa. In a level diagram such
the inset of Fig. 4 in Ref. 14, this corresponds to an avoid
crossing.

In contrast, in the FM case one ofj z51/2 or j z53/2 is not
fully occupied. The transition is not a crossover, but a sim
level crossing with discontinuous change ofJz and orbital
occupation. This difference between sharp discontinuities
the FM side and smooth crossovers on the AM side will
seen repeatedly in this work. We will see below that with
the Hartree-Fock approximation the states FM15/2, FM17/2,
and AM1/2 dominate indeed in the phase diagram for fin
fields and not too large hopping.

One further cautionary remark is in place: The repres
tation in Fig. 4 shows only the occupation pattern, but do
not reflect the correlations between different configuratio

Strongly anisotropic hoppingt3/2@t1/2 leads in the full
solution to FM15/2, i.e., to ferromagnetic correlations an
single occupancy of the bindingj z51 3

2 state. The corre-
sponding wave function

uC&15/25
c3/2

† ~a!1c3/2
† ~b!

A2
c5/2

† ~a!c1/2
† ~a!c5/2

† ~b!c1/2
† ~b!u0&

~13!

is a simple Slater determinant. Thus, it is not surprising t
HF works well for this case. The parameter space of
FM15/2 phase is, however, much larger in the HF approxim
tion than in the exact calculation. It shrinks with increasi
antiferromagnetic field and increases with increasing fer
magnetic field.

Outside the ferromagnetic phases in Fig. 3, the corre
tions are antiferromagnetic and^Jz&&3/2. A kink separates a

4

-
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-
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APPROXIMATIVE TREATMENT OF 5f -SYSTEMS WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 155110 ~2004!
phase witĥ Jz&'1/2, visualized in Fig. 4 as AM1/2, from a
phase with^Jz&'1 at or near the isotropic line and̂Jz&
;3/2 at larger values oft3/2 which is denoted by AM3/2 in
Fig. 5. In a small bubble bordering the ferromagnetic FM15/2

phase, a phase exists which we denote by AM3/2
S , see Fig. 5.

It can be considered as the symmetrized version of AM3/2.
The binding linear combinations withj z513/2 and j z
523/2 are both half occupied and contribute equally to
kinetic-energy gain by hopping~hybridization!. Strongly an-
isotropic hopping witht1/2@t3/2 leads to AM1/2, i.e., to an
antiferromagnetic arrangement with broken left-right sy
metry, i.e., 0,Dnf&1.

A region of maximal ferromagnetic moment (FM17/2) is
found for a ferromagnetic field which is still weak compar
to the bare hopping strengths. For larger hopping, the fe
magnetic phase FM5/2 with ‘‘intermediate’’ spin is found
close to isotropic line. In this phase, all five electrons co
tribute to the kinetic-energy gain.

Figure 5 shows also a phase denoted by FM11/2, which is
of overall ferromagnetic nature but dominated byt3/2 hop-
ping. It appears in Figs. 1 and 2 as well as in Fig. 8 belo

A. Partial localization

In order to quantify the degree of localization of a giv
j z orbital by local correlations, we study the ratio of th

FIG. 5. Configurations relevant for large hopping: The upper
panel (FM5/2) shows an overall ferromagnetic arrangement with
electrons contributing to the kinetic-energy gain. The upper ri
panel (AM3/2

S ) presents an overall antiferromagnetic arrangem
dominated byt3/2 hopping which is symmetric with respect to th
site index. t3/2 hopping dominates also in the lower row. In th
lower left panel (FM11/2), the overall arrangement is of ferromag
netic type, whereas in the lower right panel (AM3/2) it is of antifer-
romagnetic character. As in Fig. 4, black areas symbolize the or
occupation and the linewidth of the arrows symbolize the co
sponding contributions to the kinetic-energy gain. Field directio
are not indicated, in order to emphasize the dominant role of
hopping for the formation of these states.
15511
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j z-projected kinetic energyTj z
and the bare matrix elemen

t j z
,14

Tj z

t j z

5 (
^nm&,6

^Cg.s.u~c6 j z

† ~n!c6 j z
~m!1H.c.!uCg.s.&,

~14!

with 22<Tj z
/t j z

<12 for two sites. A small ratioTj z
/t j z

indicates partial suppression of hopping for electrons in
6 j z orbitals. For all cases considered in Ref. 14, we fou
small ratios ofTj z

/t j z
for the smallert j z

, and values close to
one or two for the dominant hopping matrix element.

In Fig. 6, we study the same quantity for the Hartree-Fo
solutions. Again if t3/2@t1/2,t5/2, ratios close to one are
found for T3/2/t3/2, but much smaller values for (T1/2
1T5/2)/t1/2 and vice versa. At first glance, this may loo
surprising since the Hartree-Fock method cannot describe
correlations underlying the dual nature of thef electron in
our model system. A closer look reveals that the correlati
are simulated by symmetry breaking, i.e., by driving the c
responding occupations close to zero or two. In contrast,
full solution shows a reduced hopping also for intermediat
occupied orbitals. We conclude that HF mimics correlatio
by overemphasizing occupation differences. Thus, furt
studies are needed to gauge the usefulness of HF for
systems with partially localized 5f electrons.

B. Hartree-Fock with j z eigenstates

If the variational HF space is reduced further by requiri
j z-diagonal density matrices and self-consistent potential

va, j
(UHF)5(

k
na,k ^ jkuV̂u jk&, ~15!

thez axis plays a special role~quantization axes!, as it did in
Sec. III, and the spherical symmetry is broken. Following t
usual nomenclature, we refer to this approximation wh
allows different orbitals for different angular momenta b
prescribes angular momenta as orbital quantum numbe

t
l
t
t

al
-
s
e

FIG. 6. Ratio ~a! T3/2/t3/2 and ~b! (T1/21T5/2)/t1/2 in the
Hartree-Fock approximation in thet1/2-t3/2 plane~with t1/25t5/2 and
hn501) given as gray-scale plot~black—0, white—1.5!. Phase
boundaries of the middle panel of Fig. 3 are included for orien
tion.
0-5
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the unrestricted Hartree-Fock~UHF! ~Ref. 22!—even though
the wave-function space is restricted in comparison to
~9!. The resulting phase diagrams, Fig. 7, are not identi
but close to those of the full HF solution in Fig. 3. N
surprisingly, the isotropic line does no longer play a spec
role. The corresponding phase boundary has moved to hi
t3/2 values, a consequence of the variational restriction fav
ing the maximally antiferromagnetic alignment withJz
51/2.

Note thatJz is now a good quantum number. In partic
lar, the border between AM3/2 and AM1/2 is here easily iden-
tifiable, the kink being replaced by a jump. A noticeab
difference between the HF and the UHF phase diagram
that AM3/2

S , i.e., the symmetrized version of AM3/2, cannot
be found within the UHF approximation, because all sixj z
values are partially occupied in this phase, cf., Fig. 5.

As an aside, we remark that numerical convergence
solving the restricted equation~15! is obtained in a smal
fraction of the time needed for solving the HF equations~8!
and ~11!.

C. Charge disproportionation

The Hartree-Fock phase diagram is surprisingly rich w
several phases showing charge disproportionation, i.e.,
nite expectation value 0,Dnf,1 of the difference of site
occupations. Note, in particular, the phase boundary in Fi
between the closely related phases AM3/2 and AM3/2

S at van-
ishing or staggered field.

The exact ground states of the small cluster does not s
charge disproportionation, because a suitable superpos
of the two symmetry-related configurations will lead to
finite-energy gain, completely analogous to the absenc
ferromagnetism in small clusters at vanishing external fie
However, in both cases the energy gain can be extrem
small if the configurations are sufficiently different. This fe
ture of the numerically exact small cluster solution will ofte
not survive the thermodynamic limit. In contrast, mean-fie
approaches easily lead to symmetry-broken solutions e
for small clusters. This is so because they reduce ch
fluctuations and therefore simulate the effect of electron c
relations. When symmetry breaking is experimentally o
served in bulk samples it is overemphasized in a Hartr

FIG. 7. Hartree-Fock approximation with variational space
stricted toj z eigenstates~UHF!: Phase diagram in thet1/2-t3/2 plane
(t1/25t5/2) with ferromagnetic~right!, vanishing~middle!, and anti-
ferromagnetic~left! fields. The phases are characterized from thz
components of the angular momentum and the state occupatio
Figs. 4 and 5.
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Fock treatment. Thus, we take the trend of the HF solut
towards charge disproportionation only as a hint that it mi
be worthwhile to look for, e.g., phase transitions driv
by charge ordering in systems with partially localizedf
orbitals.

V. GUTZWILLER’S WAVE FUNCTION

The exact ground states found in Ref. 14 often hav
large overlap with a Gutzwiller-type wave function21 of the
form

uCG&5P̂f 2f 3)
n51

5

c̃ n
†u0&, ~16!

where the projectorP̂f 2f 3 retains only localf 2 and f 3 con-
figurations. The single-particle orbitals generated byc̃ n

† are
subject only to the orthogonality requirement. In most act
applications of the Gutzwiller ansatz, simple trial wave fun
tions are used for the single-particle states, e.g., the no
teracting, possibly polarized, Fermi sea. Here, we use
ansatz that each orbital hasj z as a ‘‘good quantum number,
i.e.,

uCG&5P̂f 2f 3)
n51

5

@cosun cj
z
(n)

1
~a!1sinun cj

z
(n)

†
~b!#u0&,

~17!

with variational parametersun . Both, the numerator and th
denominator of the energy expectation value

E@$ j z
(n)%,$un%#5

^CGuHuCG&

^CGuCG&
~18!

are polynomial expressions in cosun and sinun . Note that in
the case of double occupancyj z

(n1)
5 j z

(n2) the corresponding
variational parametersun drop out of Eq.~18!.

We performed numerical minimizations with respect
both the occupation pattern$ j z

(n)% and the set of parameter
$un%. In practice, the expectation value~18! is obtained ex-
plicitly from the Hamilton matrix in the many-particle site
spin representation (6003600) in terms ofun . ThenMATH-

EMATICA’s implementation of Brent’s algorithm is used fo
one-dimensional, three-dimensional, and five-dimensio
numerical minimization in the case of 2, 1, and 0 doub
occupied angular momentaj z , respectively. Even the five
dimensional minimum search is fast. Unfortunately, ma
occupation pattern have to be tried and different random
tial conditions yield different answers. This makes an ad
tional loop over various initial conditions necessary.

The obtained phase diagram is reproduced in Fig. 8~a!.
Again, Jz is a good quantum number because the co
sponding operator commutes withP̂f 2f 3. Both panels show a
transition from a strongly polarizedJz515/2 phase to the
state of lowest possible polarization, i.e.,Jz51/2. A small
pocket withJz517/2 is found at finite field. The phase dia
gram for small antiferromagnetic fields~not shown! is close
to that for vanishing field with the high-spin phaseJz

-

cf.
0-6
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515/2 being slightly reduced. As in the exact solution and
all other approximation schemes, the energy varies cont
ously ~not shown!.

The phase diagram of the Gutwiller wave function~17! is
remarkably close to the exact diagonalization of the Ham
tonian keeping only diagonal matrix elements~‘‘LDA 1U ’’ !
in Sec. III. We will see below that this is true for the tot
energies as well. This should not come as an surprise,
cause both approaches effectively reduce charge fluctua
but do not include angular correlations equally well.

A. Partial localization

In Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!, we study the quantityTj z
/t j z

for

the Gutzwiller-type ansatz~17!. If either t3/2@t1/2 or t1/2
@t3/2, we find again a clear suppression of the nondomin
hopping. It is interesting that in theJz51/2 phase one can g

FIG. 8. Phase diagram for the Gutzwiller wave function in t
t1/2-t3/2 plane~with t1/25t5/2) for vanishing~left! and finite~right!
ferromagnetic fields.~a! Phases are characterized by theirJz expec-
tation value. ~b! Ratio T3/2/t3/2 as gray-scale plots~black—0,
white—1.4! and ~c! the sum of the corresponding ratios forj z

51/2 and 5/2~black—0, white—2.4!. In comparison with Fig. 2,
note the different plot ranges.
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from one case to the other without crossing a phase bou
ary. This is interesting in so far as a Gutzwiller wave fun
tion describes this important point without having to intr
duce phase transitions by symmetry breaking.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have studied the interplay and competition of int
atomic correlations and an anisotropic kinetic-energy ope
tor by applying three different approximative many-bo
treatments to the model of Ref. 14. None of them leads
fully satisfactory results. But, the diagonal approximation
spired by the LDA1U approach, i.e., keeping only the ma
trix elements~6!, gives a reasonable good phase diagr
with most important phases of the exact solutions be
present. This finding should encourage further applicati
of LDA1U and related approaches such as SIC-LDA
ground-state properties of actinide heavy-fermion materi
We mentioned already in the Introduction that some LD
1U calculations indeed show partial localization. Howev
one cannot expect to reproduce within these schemes
small energy scale responsible for the heavy-fermion cha
ter of the low-energy excitations.

The numerically easier UHF approximation wit
j z-diagonal orbitals agrees quite well with the result of t
most general HF ansatz. However, both yield phase diagr
with only weak resemblance with the one from the ex
calculation. The substantial suppression of the subdomin
hopping found in Fig. 6 might be somehow fortuitous.

These observations are confirmed by the total ener
given in Fig. 9 for all approximation schemes along a li
t3/251.65 eV in thet1/2-t3/2 plane. The particulart3/2 value
was chosen such that a large number of phase boundari
crossed. Clearly, at some phase boundaries kinks of the
energy are seen~related to level crossings! whereas at others

FIG. 9. Total energies for various approximation as a function
t1/25t5/2 at fixed t3/251.65 eV: ~exact! numerical diagonalization
of the 6003600 matrix, see Fig. 1;~diagonal! diagonalization keep-
ing only the diagonal interaction matrix elements, see Fig. 2;~HF!
Hartree-Fock approximation, see Fig. 3;~UHF! unrestricted
Hartree-Fock approximation, see Fig. 7;~Gutzwiller! variational
wave function~17!, see Fig. 8.
0-7
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higher derivatives change more or less discontinuou
~avoided crossings!.

We note again that for the exact numerical diagonalizat
and for the calculation keeping only state-diagonal inter
tion matrix elements we suppressed configurationsf n with
nÞ2,3, i.e., we worked in the 600-dimensional space rat
than the 792-dimensional space. Giving up these restrict
lowers the corresponding energies slightly~not shown!.

All curves, except that of the exact solution start with t
same value which is constant for a certain range oft1/2 and
t5/2 values. The corresponding wave function is the Sla
determinantuC&15/2, Eq. ~13!, which completely suppresse
t1/2 and t5/2 hopping. In contrast, the exact ground state n
t3/251.65 eV, t1/25t5/250 eV is notuC&15/2, but has inter-
mediate angular momentumJz55/2 and gains energy from
all hopping processes. This explains the lower energy an
dependence on all hopping matrix elements.

The solutions of the most general Hartree-Fock~HF!
scheme and the case where the single-particle orbitals w
restricted to be diagonal with respect toj z ~UHF! differ only
in small parts of the parameter space.

*Present address: Institut fu¨r Theoretische Physik, Technische Un
versität, 01062 Dresden, Germany.
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